
While you’re waiting . . .

Type in the Chat panel:

• Your school

• Location

Notes re: Audio 

• You will not hear audio until the webinar 
begins. Be sure your computer speakers 
are on and the sound is turned up. 

• If you have no sound, click        .

• If you need to request 
the phone number click         .
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What is Professional Development?
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Topics for Today

The GSA PDI can position you, those you supervise/mentor, 

and your schools for greater success!
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• The case for professional development within the 

Student Affairs community

• GSA Performance Framework

• A foundational tool

• Support tools

• Enhancing your institution’s professional 

development practices



The Case for Professional Development 

within the GSA Community



Needs Across the GSA Community
- You are not alone
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Opportunities to enhance and complement current professional 

development practices by increasing:

 Collaboration and support - supervisors, mentors, trusted colleagues

 Clarity of expectations - for current and aspirational roles, career 

 Development and execution of meaningful goals – align with 

current roles, aspirations, and priorities

 Awareness of and access to high-value learning options  

 Resources and tools – advocate and guide development for self 

and others



Student Advocates Are Needed Now 
More Than Ever

The WHY behind 

the AAMC GSA PDI
We must take 

better care of  

ourselves and…

Better leverage 

and collaborate 

across our 

community.

So we can be there 

for our students.

So they can be 

there for others.
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Enhance and Complement Current Practices
- An ongoing, collaborative process
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Our Mission: to Engage, Support, and 
Empower Every Professional

Strive for and sustain

a benchmark of 

excellence across the 

GSA community in 

service of our 

students and 

community

Collaborate across

the community and 

challenge the status 

quo to meet the 

demands of today 

and tomorrow

Strengthen the GSA 

community’s position 

as a vital contributor

in the development of 

future physicians and 

quality patient care

The AAMC GSA PDI is our pathway to sustainable excellence.



The GSA Performance Framework:

A Foundational Tool



 Defines performance excellence for all in alignment with 

the LCME standards

 Distinguishes the value and importance of our work in the 

development of future physicians and quality patient care

 Equips and empowers professionals as advocates for their 

development and careers

What is the GSA Performance Framework?
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Wellness, justice, respect for all

Serve with compassion and integrity

Promote student success 

Advocate for our future physicians

Collaborate to advance learning

CORE VALUES

Adaptability

Advocacy

Diversity and Inclusion

Excellence

Professionalism

Service

Core Values and Guiding Principles
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The GSA Performance Framework
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The Performance Framework 

Which Areas 

apply to the work 

you do?
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POLL

Select all that apply 

and click Submit.



Title & Definition

Critical Behavior 

Summary

Critical Behaviors 

by Benchmark

Performance Framework Structure
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Performance Framework Benchmarks

Benchmark 1

Typical roles:  Support Staff 

• Primary student interface

• Requires periodic support from more 

experienced colleagues.

Responsibilities:

• Emphasis on recurring tasks and 

common situations. 

Benchmark 2

Typical roles: Supervisors, Program 

Managers, Directors

• Key escalation resource and 

collaborator 

Responsibilities

• Complex and less common 

situations

• Includes day-to-day management of 

staff and/or facets of their function  

Benchmark 3

Typical roles: Directors, 

Assistant/Associate Deans, Deans 

• Expert and leader

• Considered the “go to” person for 

decision making and advisement.

Responsibilities

• Highly complex work

• Includes leadership and decision 

making

Ultimately your specific role(s) and expectations will guide the 

critical behaviors and benchmark(s) most relevant to you
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The GSA Performance Framework:

Support Tools



Sarah, Director of Admissions
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What is expected of me to perform 

successfully

in my current role?

Support Tools: GSA Performance Framework

Performance Reflection and Assessment Guide



Sarah confirms her overall performance 
expectations.
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Most critical behaviors 

fall into Benchmark 2

Support Tools: GSA Performance Framework

Performance Reflection and Assessment Guide



Sarah conducts a self-assessment.
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How does my current performance 

compare to what is expected of me?

Strengths

On-Target

Gap/Deficit

For expected Areas:

Support Tools: GSA Performance Framework

Performance Reflection and Assessment Guide



Sarah considers her professional development.
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Support Tools: GSA Performance Framework

Performance Reflection and Assessment Guide

Development Options Matrix

What potential development 

opportunities 

do  I want to target?

What interests and career areas 

do I want to explore?



Sarah targets professional development 
opportunities.

Resources: Performance Reflection and Assessment Guide

Given the stress of med school, I am 

especially interested in helping 

students stay healthy. 



Performance Reflection and 

Assessment Guide



Sarah sets a professional 
development goal.
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Support Tool: Goal Development and Execution Guide



Which tool are you most likely to use? 

1. GSA Performance Framework

2. Performance Reflection and Assessment Guide

3. Goal Development and Execution Guide
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Your thoughts . . .



Complementing and Enhancing

your School’s

Professional Development Practices
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Leverage the Power of the GSA 

Performance Framework 

For your Professional Development 

• Knowing  what’s expected of you in relation to your 

selected AoEs

• Identifying your interests and  career aspirations

• Recognizing and appreciating the importance of 

your role as a  Student Affairs professional
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Leverage the Power of the GSA 

Performance Framework 

As a Supervisor or Mentor 

• Guiding  others and advocating for them

• Enabling collaboration and 

accountability

• Providing meaningful recognition and 

feedback
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Leverage the Power of the GSA 

Performance Framework 

For your School’s Professional Development Practices 

• Developing and improving job descriptions

• Succession planning

• Facilitating more robust performance 

reviews



Recap and Close



Collaborative Development and Discussion 
Process
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GSA PDI Support Toolkit

Performance 

Assessment 

and 

Reflection 

Guide

pahttp://www.aamc.org/gsapdi

http://www.aamc.org/gsapdi
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GSA PDI Support Toolkit

pahttp://www.aamc.org/gsapdi

http://www.aamc.org/gsapdi


Topics for Today

The GSA PDI can position you, those you supervise/mentor, 

and your schools for greater success!
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• The case for professional development within the 

Student Affairs community

• GSA Performance Framework

• A foundational tool

• Support tools

• Enhancing your institution’s professional 

development practices



• About any of the support 

tools?

• Further learning 

opportunities?

• Anything else?
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Questions?



Stay engaged and in touch!

Send comments and questions to:

GSApro-develop@aamc.org

Visit the AAMC GSA PDI web pages:

http://www.aamc.org/gsapdi

Thank you!!
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